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Film shooting on behalf of President of Kazakhstan
Wierthe. An interview for a film on behalf of the President of Kazakhstan Nursultan Nazarbayev has
the Vechelder Professor Nasir El Bassam from the International Research Centre for Renewable
Energy, short IFEED, given in the solar park Wierthe.
The occasion was a request for the Russian TV company TV format, which produced the documentary film with the working title "The world
and energy security." "I get more interview requests, even abroad," said Bassam El PAZ in conversation. With the situation in Kazakhstan,
he knows his stuff: "I've been there twice." A premiere was however an interview for a Russian TV crew was.In the interview, wanted to know
from Olga Oginski format TV about how large to El Bassam findings Kazakhstan potential in the field of solar energy. "The potential for
solar and wind energy is enormous, so you could make the entire power supply distributed without long pipelines," theVechelder expert is
convinced. Because Kazakhstan is a large country with only 17 million inhabitants.So far, this potential will but hardly used. El Bassam:
"The contribution of renewable energy sources in Kazakhstan is at 0.4 percent, in Germany there are about 12 percent." Instead, the energy
would be gained in Kazakhstan mainly from coal but also from natural gas and oil.
Whether the country can exploit this potential, depends on the efforts, said the professor, "If they believe in it, it can go fast, half-heartedly, it
can last forever." No future he sees, however for techniques such as the controversial fracking and nuclear power. "As long as these
techniques are not controlled and there is no repository for nuclear waste, should your fingers on it," said El Bassam. Instead, Kazakhstan
should put its efforts in renewable energy. The contribution is expected to be podcasted in May.

